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CHAPTER I 

E^TTRODUCTION 

Acting Philosophy 

She stands in front of a mirror studying the reflection. Staring back at her is the same 

person who just drove through traffic, struggled to find a parking space, and walked a 

mile to the building, all the time worried about family, romance, and career. She 

contemplates the person who chose to stand in front of the mirror and face herself. She 

wonders at the mask in front of her. Is this same mask, the personal mask, present every 

day? Do other people see the mask and know that it is there? What is behind it? She 

begins to move. 

At first, it is just a gentle sway, a summoning of the body. A connection occurs. It 

stretches. It forms. It extends. Themindfreesitself and begins to move with the body. 

Emotion takes over and each movement sends another wave of thoughts and emotions. 

Emotion triggers sound. It fills the legs, the pelvis, the torso, the arms, and the head. She 

stops to look at the person in the mirror. A mask is still present, but it has transformed. It 

has changed into something clear and alive. The mask calls out for stimulation. The 

actor's mask is ready to meet the physical mask. 

The mask turns to look at the conglomeration of papier mache, paint and elastic lying 

on the floor. There is an immediate reaction to shape, color, and texture. She picks it up. 

Responses to the physical mask are overflowing as the actor moves it around the body and 

explores it. The mask requires movement and sends thoughts and emotions to the body 

and mind of the actor. A personality begins to emerge and a history forms for the mask. 

The actor becomes part of that history and part of the mask. She begins to see things 

differently. She sees things in a way that she never thought she could. She revels in the 

freedom the mask affords her. Her body moves, her mind works, and her emotions flow 
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as they never have before. The actor begins to live in ways she never imagined through 

the mask, the character. She has clarity, and the thrill of life bubbles through her. She has 

to share it with someone. She wants to give some of this life to someone else. She runs 

to her friend and soul-mate, her audience. 

Acting is one of the most personal and magical forms of creation. The actor takes 

words, text, and turns them into a person— a completely new, living and breathing being. 

She turns into reality what was just fantasy before. There is not a single soul like this new 

person in the world; not even another actor playing the same role. She takes the pattern 

from the playwright (a few moments written on paper), lays the fabric (her imagination) on 

it, cuts it out, and sews it all together to make a character. She creates a whole out of a 

set of scraps. 

The process involved with this sort of creation may take hours or months depending 

on the actor and the role. There is also a more important process than the actual creation 

of a role, and that is the creation of an actor. The actor may be bom with all the tools that 

they need to perform the act of creation. She has a voice, body, mind, and emotions, but 

most often lacks the awareness of and the ability to use these tools. An actor learns these 

skills, and learns them again, and adjusts, and learns again. Each role, each performance, 

and each experience in the life of the actor is a classroom where her skills and tools are 

sharpened. After all, one of the most important tools for the actor is her own life 

experiences, whatever they may be. These are the basis for everything she does on stage. 

The actor uses her experiences as reference points with which to begin and then adds 

imagination to mold personal experience into character. 

For years, there has been a debate in the theatre world concerning the amount of life 

experience needed for someone to become an effective actor (one who connects and 

communicates with the audience to create a new world between them). One side argues 

that actors have to live their lives on the edge. Take chances. Experience everything. 
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Live dangerously. Audiences come to see reality, and the actor must be able to draw 

from almost identical experiences as those affecting their character. This thinking, 

however, is directly contradictory to the whole idea behind acting. Is acting not make-

believe? Is the actor not responsible for making the audience believe? Is it a skill to be 

one's self on stage? Is there creation in that? 

Throughout history, actors have used the observance of other people's experiences as 

part of their creative process. This is effective if one can use these observations along 

with one's imagination to create the action on stage. Unfortunately though, many actors 

try to change their own lives in an attempt to become the character they are playing. They 

attempt to be homeless on the street, they steal and cheat, or they live a life of purity for a 

while in order to make their own Uves more like the character's. This is not acting. It is 

an attempt to re-create what they have lived instead of creating a new life, the life of the 

character. Actors are creating a great lie ~ a lie that tells the truth. They tempt the 

audience with their truth within the lie. They are the Serpent in the tree and the audience 

is the "curious and hungry Eve" ignoring the voice teUing her it is a lie. She enjoys the He. 

She marvels at the skill with which the Serpent makes her believe in this false reality. 

An actor magically creates a truthftil lie. Then, she produces a mirror and allows the 

audience to see itself in the action on stage. The audience beheves and learns, but so does 

the actor. 

As an actor performs, she and the character begin to mold to one another. They 

become one person for a few moments in time. But the actor as self is always present. 

The actor expresses, but can never actually become the character. She is always like an 

old tree with rings of life over rings of Hfe. She is character mask over actor mask over 

personal mask. There is bit of each always on stage. This is what is so compelling. 

Audiences love characters, but they come back to see actors. There is something thrilling 

about seeing the changes in an actor from role to role. The audience knows they are 



seeing the same person because there is something familiar about them, and yet, they can 

believe that it is someone else. There is the wonder of the he, the great magic of beheving 

in spite of reason. This loss of reason is almost divine. It is as if, through the actor, the 

audience is able to believe in something greater than themselves, something that frees him, 

a world where connection and unity can exist without strings attached. 

Just as the actor can never fiilly become the character, she can also never totally 

separate herself from the character. The actor and the character share thoughts and 

experiences. They share complex relationships with the other actor/characters. Inside 

each actor is a bit of every role, and each new performance is another life experience for 

the actor. Each character is another person that the actor has known, loved and lost. 

There is loss because at the end of every run; the actor must say good-bye, and leave her 

character for another. It feels like a betrayal. There is guilt: "I should have done that 

differently." There is mourning: "I miss seeing that person." There is desperation: "I'll 

never play someone like that again." Despite all this pain, however, the actor is thankftal 

for the experience when she meets a new character and begins yet another new life. 

This kind of connection to the character provides a special challenge for the actor 

when faced with playing multiple roles in one performance. One might think it impossible 

to have enough imagination to create characters that are different from each other. Would 

the characters not be too similar? Would the actor's own personahty traits not exude 

through the characters and expose the "great lie?" The answer is, "y^s." This is most 

often the case. An actor's own personality overrides the character's because she feels 

scattered and unfocused when faced with giving so much of herself It is possible to 

accomplish diversity and clarity in a multi-role performance. Many artists have done it. 

Most recently Lily Tomlin in The Search For Signs oflnteUigent Life and Whoopi 

Goldberg in her one-woman show on Broadway have accomplished this feat 



There are many different methods for creating characters, but some are more effective 

for use in a multi-role performance. One-person shows are often the setting for these 

performances that adds another level of difficulty to the actor's work. The actor is left 

with only one partner— the audience — to react with instead of the usual three or more. 

One method of preparation and creation stands out as the most effective means to arrive at 

the sort of diversity and focus required by a multi-role, one-person show, and that 

approach is mask characterization. 

The mask characterization method, as explained by Libby Appel in Mask 

Charaterization: An Acting Process, involves the text, all of the actor's skills and tools 

and an added outside force, the physical mask. The mask allows the actor to access her 

imaginative forces more easily and frees her to express them. The mask affords her 

opposites that she might not have found before. The mask demands high levels of physical 

and emotional commitment that might be left untouched by another method. 

Putting It Together 

When trying to find a challenge for myself as an actor, I wanted two things, a solo 

performance and multi-roles. These two requirements hold special problems for the actor 

that I felt needed addressing. They require different levels of imagination and different 

kinds of communication. What would be the source of the material? I could be piece it 

together from plays. Pulling solo pieces from plays with a cast of two or more is difficult 

at best, especially pulling pieces of the magnitude needed for a one-person show. I could 

write material myself My playwriting skills, however, are not developed, and it would 

present too much of a challenge to add poor structure and development on top of the 

other problems. The only choice left was to solicit material from someone else. 

Finding a playwright who would write something for me was going to be difficult. 

Surrounded by several people who are talented in this area, which one was the right one to 



ask? Each had a different relationship to me and a particular style of writing. Then a 

question occurred to me: What could be better than having each one write a short piece 

with me in mind to play the role? By asking several people to do this, I assured myself 

variety with a through-line- the through-line of me as a performer. 

I decided to ask people from every major stage of my acting career. At least one 

from each responded and provided me with a piece of what was to become Aproaching 

Gethsemene. Kerry Graves, Brett Kristofferson, Mitch Calhoun, Wade Fransen, and Terri 

Wilson were my choices from graduate school at Texas Tech University. Renee Johnson 

filled in from my time at Louisiana State University. Representing my undergraduate 

training is Charlie Hukill of McMurry University. I asked each person simply to write a 

piece, monologue, song, or scene, with me in mind to play the role. 

I decided that the best way to develop the characters given to me was to use mask 

characterization. It was the only way to overcome the third hurdle I unwittingly set before 

myself All of these characters had one major element in common: they all bore a bit of 

my personality already because of my relationship to the playwrights. If I added more of 

myself to each one, would not this presentation end up being more of an auto-performance 

than a piece about character? The mask was necessary to taking the characters to places 

beyond mine and the playwrights' view of who I was and what I could do. I performed 

Approaching Gethsemene on 9 May 1996. 



CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND 

The Mask Process 

The mask process begins with the actor alone with herself in the mirror. Dressed in 

neutral clothing-something gray or black with little style and plenty of freedom for 

movement—she has fewer preconceptions of herself The actor begins to perform a 

physical warm-up, all the time watching in the mirror. This task is a difficult one to 

perform because, as human beings, actors tend to be insecure and critical about their 

bodies. One tends to place a judgment on the body, the mind, and eventually the mask. 

This judgment is directly contradictory to the work of the mask. Libby Appel stresses, 

"There are no right or wrong choices. The mask is open to individual exploration" 

(Appel, 15). 

As the actor's body responds and begins to be more flexible and extended, there is a 

change that occurs in the mind as well. It begins to open up and leave some of the day-to

day stress of life behind. It is as though the mind is packing up all of its personal problems 

(known as an actor's "baggage") in a mental suitcase and putting it away for a short time. 

The personal mask is left outside to be picked up after the work session. This is the time 

when the actor's mask takes control. Her mind, like her clothing, is neutral and ready. 

She is able to watch herself move and free to try any shape, stretch, or extension. She is 

able to become aquatinted with herself in a deeper way than she ever has before. She is 

ready to explore the depths of her imagination and physical potential. She meets the 

physical mask. 

A mask has been chosen to work with through a process of exploration. Several 

masks were tried and explored, and the one that presented the most profound reaction was 

chosen. It is a mask of extremes—one that fiightens and delights the actor at once. The 



actor now has a general idea of the mask and begins to explore the power and depth 

offered by the mask. 

First, the mask is studied and explored separately from the face of the actor. The 

details of its color, shape, and texture are memorized. It is placed around the body and 

reactions are mentally noted. There are usually one or two places that feel most 

comfortable to the mask. These are the mask's centers, where it "lives." They show up 

even when the mask is on the actor's face. These places become the centers for the whole 

actor. They are the places from which the character is generated. 

Once the mask is placed on her face, the actor is free to explore its effect on her for a 

while. Movement always plays a large part in this exploration. The mask tests limits and 

defines parameters for the actor. A series of exercises is performed as prescribed by Libby 

Appel. These exercises are intended to help the actor "get to know" the mask and, in the 

process, herself better. They are test situations that require total commitment to 

imagination and belief in the great lie of the theatre. 

In time, a history is formed between the mask and the actor. They have a common 

bond and a life together. The actor is, in a sense, "married" to the character of the mask. 

This marriage enables the actor to feel safe expressing herself through the mask. She is 

free to do anything she feels because the mask is so heavily involved with every action that 

it is difficult for an outsider to distinguish between the actor's actions and those of the 

mask. 

The mask becomes such a part of the actor that she is eventually able to remove the 

physical mask, but still hang on to the characteristics and life of it. This is what happens in 

performance. Even though the shell of the mask has been removed from the face, the 

mask lives on in the actor, and she is transformed on stage. 
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Monodramas 

The history of monodrama goes back to the origms of mankind. From the begining, 

one man would stand in front of the tribe and re-enact for them the story of the hunt, 

making sure his audience feh all of the suspense and excitement of the actual occurence. 

Human beings have a rich history in storytelling - the precursor to the monodrama. 

During the Middle Ages, storytellers roamed the countrysides giving "performances." 

They covered every subject from stories of war to religious topics. Monodrama existed 

through storytelling from that time until the present. 

By the nineteenth century, storytelling had branched off into a written and oral form. 

Dramatized literature was the new form of monodrama. Novelists, essayist, and poets 

began to take on the role of actor as well. Writers such as Charles Dickens and Mark 

Twain would present dramatic readings of their own works for the public. This continued 

into the twentieth century with such notable authors as Dylan Thomas. 

Later in the twentieth century, actors began to perform dramatized biographies of 

famous people. The actor would play the person telUng their life story to someone. Such 

famous people as Emily Dickenson and Truman Capote are portrayed in plays like The 

Belle of Amhearst and Tru, respectively. This kind of biographical monodrama is still 

popular today. 

Another form of monodrama became popular in the mid-twentieth century — stand-up 

comedy. In a stand-up routine, the actor, who generally writes his own material, is on 

stage alone speaking directly to the audience. Many of these artists, such as Robin 

Williams, are trained actors. They use every day occurences mixed with their own vivid 

imaginations to create a means of communication between themselves and the audience. 

They create characters, but are also involved in another form of monodrama — self-

dramatization. 



Self-dramatization has become popular most notably through the work of artists such 

as Spalding Gray and Eric Bogosian. Their performances consist of telling stories from 

their own life and experience directly to the audience. They sometimes employ other 

media, music, video, etc., to enhance their stories. 

Multi-role one-person shows are also a popular form. Whoopi Goldberg and Lily 

Tomlin, for example, have both performed this kind of show on Broadway. They employ 

a mixture of storytelling, biography and sometimes stand-up comedy. The mixture 

presented in performances such as these are common in the dramatic form called 

"postmodernism." This form is credited with "breaking down the barriers between 

spectator and performance space...[and] removing distinctions between audience and 

performers" (Brockett, Essential 249). The monodrama continues to evolve as a 

dramatic form, and new innovations in it are occuring daily. 

The Playwrights 

Renee Johnson — "Television" 

Renee grew up in a small New Hampshire town. She graduated from The College of 

William and Mary with a Bachelor of Arts in Theatre. She then received a Master of Arts 

in Theater History from Louisiana State University. She now lives in Los Angeles and is 

employed by the Disney Corporation. Renee and I met while attending Louisiana State 

University. We were fiiends and roommates. We shared a love of television, especially 

the television of our childhood. 

Kerrv Graves - "Who, Me? Angry?" 

Kerry holds a Bachelor of Science and a Master of Arts degree in Theatre Arts from 

Eastern Michigan University. She is currently working on her doctoral degree in Theatre 

Arts at Texas Tech University. Kerry has worked extensively in professional Theatre and 
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is a member of Actors' Equity Association. She is also a costume designer and 

choreographer. Several of her original scripts have been produced by such companies as 

the Ann Arbor Civic Theatre, the StroUing Players, and the Goodtime Players. Kerry and 

I worked together on several productions at Texas Tech. 

Brett Kristofferson - "Every Day with You," "Every Day" 

Brett received a Bachelor of Music from Southwest Missouri State University and a 

Master of Fine Arts in Theatre Arts with an emphasis in Playwriting from Texas Tech 

University. His original musical. The Red House, received an honorable mention at the 

American College Theatre Festival's national competion at the Kennedy Center. Brett and 

I worked together on several productions at Texas Tech including another of his original 

musicals. Insanities. 

Mitch Calhoun - "Orientation" 

Mitch is a performance artist living in Portland, Oregan. He has written and 

produced several pieces including; Sex Paint in Orlando, Florida, Channel Disco at the 

Cactus Theatre, and Annastroika at Texas Tech University. Mitch and I share a love of 

acting and distaste for the stereotypes put on people by society. 

Charies Hukill - "Bird Ballet" 

Charles Hukill holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Theatre Arts from Stephen F. Austin 

State University and a Master of Fine Arts in Design and Playwriting from Trinity 

University (Dallas Theatre Center). Charles' play Southbound v^diS produced at Simpson 

College in Indianola, Iowa, and another script he co-wrote. Six Countries, was produced 

at Hardin-Simmons University in Abilene, Texas. He has also written four radio plays and 
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produced them on KACU Radio, Abilene, Texas. Mr. Hukill is currently the Chairman of 

the Department of Communication and Theatre at McMurry University, abilene, Texas. 

Wade Fransen - "Tink" 

Wade Fransen received his Bachelor of Arts in Theatre from Brigham Young 

University. He holds a Master of Fine Arts degree in Theatre for Youth from Arizona 

State University. He is currently a doctoral student in Acting/Directing and Theatre 

Management at Texas Tech University. Wade worked with Paul Sills in Los Angeles and 

continues to work with Improvisational Theatre. Tink is a product of improvisational 

work between Wade and myself 

Terri Wilson — "The Interview" 

Terri graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Theatre Arts from Eastern New 

Mexico University, and a Master of Fine Arts in Theatre from Texas Tech University. 

Terri and I met at Texas Tech University and shared the fears of the rest of our 

generation; she drew upon these fears to write the scene. 
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CHAPTER III 

PERFORMANCE CHOICES 

Mask characterization played a large role in the production oiApproaching 

Gethsemene. For each piece, I went trough the process of choosing and exploring a mask. 

This process lead to certain performance choices specific to each of the characters. 

Television 

The structure of this piece presents a challenge from the start. It is difficult not to 

turn it into a stand-up comedy routine. There has to be real pain and an honest sense of 

loss on the part of the character that I named "Rita." 

The mask for Rita is very solemn. It is neutral in color and almost sad. It forces the 

body to move erratically in order to keep itself from falling into the haze that hangs over 

the mask. The mask works for the character of Rita. It forces her to struggle to keep the 

energy of the words going. She is worn out and tired, but she must get her message 

through to someone. The lack of energy in the mask propels Rita into a manic state. The 

adrenaline rushes more and more as she gets higher and higher on her "soap box." 

Rita lives in a dream world, but she feels reality creeping its way into her world more 

every day. She remembers the "old days" when life was good and simple. She remembers 

her worst fear as child being the monster in her closet, while now she realizes that her 

child's fear is a drive-by shooting. She sees her children growing up too fast and missing 

the splendor that is childhood. Rita sees these things but feels poweriess to stop or change 

them. Her only recourse is to speak out and hope that people will listen. She uses 

comedy, the best tactic she knows, to make her point. Her focus is scattered because she 

is not sure whom she must make aware of the problem, and she wants everyone to hear 

and respond. Although Rita is intelligent and caring, her words seem to come from a 
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selfish desire for entertainment. In truth, they are a desperate cry for help from a woman 

who wants to see her children grow up healthy and happy. 

Who, Me? Angry? 

The obvious characteristics to use as a basis for this character are those of the author 

since she wrote the piece about her own life. Kerry is a very quiet and proper person. 

She is fill! of grace and kindness. When selecting a mask for this character, I feh it was 

important to find an opposite with which to work. With that in mind, I chose a mask that 

possessed a lot of anger and violence. 

Physically, the mask is difficuk to read. It is smooth in texture and neutral in color 

except for the mouth, from which something red appears to be seeping. The face appears 

skewed in an attempt to hold back the need to lash out in defense of itself The mask is 

barely able to keep this need below the surface. 

The anger presents itself through constant nervous movement as work with the mask 

begins. There is a rhythm trying to get out and stay steady. Some part of the body has to 

be moving at all times or the pain will be too much to bear. As work with the text begins, 

a tick appears in her right foot. Any time Mother comes up in conversation, Livie's right 

foot takes all of the anger so that it will not come out somewhere else. The mask of Livie 

has a mask of its own in the form of a bandana wrapped around the foot—just a little 

something to make certain that Mother is not forgotten. By performance, a few rude 

gestures and out of place body positions replace the extraneous movement. The constant 

energy flow is still present, but in the form of a subliminal confrontation with the audience. 

Her whole body and manner dare the audience to call her on her behavior. 

The opposite I need as an actor appears in the outburst brewing underneath the 

surface of Livie's control. She thinks that she has everythmg under control and that her 

true feelings are safely hidden away. They have to be hidden because there is tremendous 
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guilt involved in being angry at someone who was as sick as Mother. The problem with 

repression of this kind is that it builds on itself and begins to affect other parts of her life. 

It becomes a maze through which the real Livie cannot find her way. Livie does things of 

which she is unaware and acquires behaviors inconsistent with her vision of who she is. 

For instance, when she introduces herself to the audience, she presents her bandana-

covered foot for them to shake, not her hand. By doing this she thinks that she is being 

open when, in reality, she is just slightly to one side of the social norm. 

Livie begins to become what she hates. She becomes more and more like Mother. 

Her mood changes with the slightest stimulus. One moment she is laughing and joking 

and the next she is lashing out or crying. Something special abides in Livie which keeps 

her from falling completely—a sense of irony and humor. 

Livie uses humor to "break the ice" with the audience. She says, "I'm Olivia Barnes. 

People call me Livie. My mother committed suicide. What do you do?" She wants to be 

well, but knows she is not and probably never will be. Even with this knowledge, she 

braves the storm that is her mental health and hopes for a "normal and happy" life. 

Every Day With You 

The character of Ruth finds herself caught between her need to go and her love for 

her husband. The physical mask is long with red eyes and a smooth texture. The eyes cry 

out for someone to listen. The initial work with the mask involves a great deal of 

suspended energy. This kind of energy is evenly appUed and constant. It allows for 

enormous extension in the body, but requires a slower pace in order to control the 

movement. Suspended movement is controlled, and that fact reads through and works 

with the character. Ruth's movement becomes a slow moumfiil dance. 

Because of the moumfiilness of the mask, the character has to fight against it and add 

another mask - the mask of stillness. This stillness is a protective barrier for Ruth. It 
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helps her conceal the pain of leaving forever and allows her to reassure her loved one at 

the same time. The problem is that the mask of stillness cannot conceal everything 

because the face of the character is visible and the eyes of the physical mask hold the truth. 

She is dying, and she is not sure of the glory in it. She feels guilty for leaving her husband 

even though it is not her fauH. She cannot help her dying and, yet, feels hke a traitor to 

the promise she made him. 

In performance, Ruth finds the glory of the love she shared with her husband. Her 

reassurances to him also convince her that everything will be all right. She will be with 

him always. She is present in his life and just as she will never leave him, he will never 

leave her. She can see it in his eyes and is able to die in peace. 

Orientation 

DeeDee is a woman who has overcome many obstacles and prejudices. Her physical 

mask has a look of confiision to it. The mask wants to be feminine despite the 

preconceptions the personal mask has about the character. The first instinct I had was to 

make her rough and surly. Her speech is definitely not the characteristic speech of a 

"lady." DeeDee uses harsh words and discusses subjects that most people consider to be 

indelicate. The mask fights against these things and, as a result, gives the character a 

Southern accent in an attempt to disguise DeeDee's surly nature. The accent puts a softer 

edge on the character. 

DeeDee is serious about her job and her life. She feels very strongly that lesbians are 

overshadowed by gay men and, therefore, ignored by society. Being ignored is the 

problem as she sees it-since more attention also brings greater awareness and, in a way, 

greater acceptance of those who are different. 

The mask DeeDee wears makes her a walking contradiction. She says these rude 

things and yet, says them so nicely that they seem sweet. She is one of those people who 
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are constantly performing even if they are unaware of the performance or the audience. 

The joy and comedy in DeeDee come from her total commitment to being herself. She 

likes who she is and what she is. In her eyes, if she offends people, they probably deserve 

to be offended. She is DeeDee. She is doing her job. She loves it 

Bird Ballet 

I chose a mask for the character of Helen based on the degree of emptiness it 

expressed. Themaskitself is pear shaped with a smooth, brown surface. The eyes slant 

downward slightly giving the only hint at emotion in the mask. There are, however, 

visible scars on the mask. There are several broken places on the chin and left eye. The 

wounds are patched, but this patching only makes the scars more visible. 

Helen is not one to tell the worid her problems. She wants to be strong and 

independent. Helen wants to spread beauty and happiness. She finds the value of beauty 

immense, but is unable to believe in her beauty. Helen beheves in her potential, but not in 

her ability to fiilfill that potential. Helen lives with the words "I could have been...," "I 

should have...," and "If only...," every day. She falls back on them instead of the words of 

hope and expectation that make people follow their dreams. 

When her Ufe did not turn out the way she wanted and she lost hope in her dreams, 

Helen turned her dreams toward someone else. She forced her own dream onto her 

daughter. Dance classes and rehearsals were all poor Lisa knew from the time her 

memories began. Helen says, "I was determined she would be a dancer. She would have 

all the opportunities I was denied." 

The physical mask for Helen reveals the truth about her. She is good with words, but 

her body is basically ineffectual. She creates beautifiil images with her words. Her body, 

on the other hand, barely moves at all. When it does move, it is choppy and harsh as if it 

were trying desperately to make its point. She wants to move and dance, but is crippled 
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by that same desperate need. The mask lets nothing through it, but her words and voice 

give her away. 

Helen is going to live her life. Disappointment does not keep her from beheving in 

beauty. It only keeps her from seeing the beauty in herself She lives her hfe as a voyeur-

longing to be what she sees in others. "I could have been...," "I should have...," "If 

only...." If only she could see herself and hear herself, she might know. 

Every Dav 

The mask for Mike, like the character, is very rough and ragged. The texture is 

rough-that of grass covered in paint. The colors are earthy greens and browns with a 

small amount of red in select places. There is a large indention that appears to be a scar in 

the forehead. The eyes are deep set and unbalanced. The mouth curves down to the left. 

The mask appears to hold a great deal of pain from past abuse. The longer it is on my 

face, however, the more it changes. 

It is not a mask with only one shape. It is malleable and adapts to the work of the 

actor. The mask is usually quiet and unassuming, while at any moment it might lash out in 

a fit of violence. The scars of abuse are the only constant and Mike wears them with 

pride. They are her badges of honor. They are her way of showing the world that it can 

not beat her. She is still fighting and still willing to love. Granted, her love is not what 

many consider "normal." When she loves it is not just a flame, but a raging torrent of 

obsession. She wants and must have the object of her desire. She fantasizes about their 

life together. She follows them, studies them, and creates a relationship between them. 

The object of her current obsession is a man who spoke to her on the bus. The man, 

Sam, was so kind to Mike. No one ever just chats with her. Mike assumes that there 

must be something more to Sam's feelings for her than just pity. She knows Sam must 

need her as much as she needs him. Sex is not the basis of her obsession. Sex is not a 
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tool of love in Mike's eyes. She wants and needs someone to talk to~someone to hold 

her and make her feel safe. She does not need someone in bed, just someone with a bed. 

Mike has no home. She dreams of a house with a yard, a kitchen, and a bed. She dreams 

of Sam in that bed holding her. In reality, she sleeps where she can and does what she has 

to in order to live. She knows that Sam will be hers if she can only make him understand 

the importance of their love. He will be hers if only she can persuade him to fiilfill her 

dream. 

The mask allows Mike the freedom to wear her scars with pride and use them to her 

advantage. The scars—which are mostly mental and emotional now—give her the freedom 

to be vulnerable. She is not weak, but injured. They also give her strength. The course 

of her life has provides proof for her that she can survive anything, but it has also shown 

her how alone she is in the world. She wants nothing more than to find someone else who 

is just as alone—someone to fill her emptiness as she fills their's. 

Tink 

Tinkerbell is a transformed woman. She changed from a beautifiil magical creature to 

a normal ordinary person with a weight problem. The mask I chose for Tink is grotesque. 

The eyes are small and sunken. The nose is almost missing, and the area is red in color. 

The mouth skews to the left. The texture is rough and the brown color uneven. 

The mask brings out a sense of distortion in Tink. It makes her unsure if her life is 

what she thinks it is. She is uncertain if she actually beheves in Peter or herself. Tmk feels 

that she is alone in the worid-more so than when she was different from everyone else. 

At least when she was different, people paid attention to her. She is lucky if someone 

hears her speaking now. 

The mask makes her movement lumbering and cumbersome. Her dream of flying 

again is a dim memory. Tink says, "It would take a truckload of pixie dust and a slingshot 
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the size of Delaware to get me to fly again." Her body is not as bad as she thmks it is, but 

she has no reference point from which to consider herself It is impossible to judge the 

beauty of something so completely estranged from the original by that same original. 

The mask is so distorted that it imbues a sense of panic in Tink. She is all of the 

sudden desperate to make her hfe right. She does not know how to go about it, so she 

searches for Peter hoping he will have the answer for her. She does not find Peter, but 

instead is confronted with her arch rival, Wendy. Wendy does not feel at all threatened by 

Tinkerbell and this fact only enframes Tink's hatred for her more. 

The hysterical state Tink finds herself in only makes her more vuberable to the pain 

of her life. She uses sarcasm and humor in an attempt to keep herself from falHng to 

pieces or showing her real pain to Wendy. Tink does not trust Wendy to not use this 

vulnerabihty as an excuse to pity her. She does not want pity-she wants Peter. She 

wants her fairy tale hfe back. Tinkerbell needs to find the magic that is herself again. 

Maybe if she claps her hands loud enough she can convince herself that she believes. 

The Interview 

I named the apphcant Chloe and chose a mask with a certain innocence to it for the 

character. The mask itself is round with exaggerated features. The eyes are large and 

almond shaped. The nose and mouth are in perfect proportion to the eyes. The texture is 

smooth and the colors are an inviting mixture of neutral beige and blue. The mouth holds 

an expression of polite amusement. The hint of something odd in the face is the red nose. 

It does not quite fit with the rest of the face and provides a sense of uneasiness to the 

character. 

The mask fiarnishes Chloe with a normality that is not truly hers. She is not normal, 

but her manner and disposition make her seem that way. These are the same 

characteristics that make the interviewer and the audience aware of how deeply disturbed 
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this woman is. The words that she says are completely contradictory to the manner m 

which she delivers them. To Chloe, however, this is just honesty mixed with good 

manners. She can not understand why the mterviewer seems ummpressed. 

Chloe wants life to be the way she was promised it would be. She lived her life the way 

everyone told her to-she did everything she was supposed to do. She wants the good life 

to start now. She wants to not have to worry about money and her fiiture. Is that not 

why she went to college? She wants someone to admit that they hed to her. If you go to 

school, who cares what degree you get, you will be able to live the "good life." No one 

bothered to tell her that it did not matter what degree she received because there are not 

many good jobs available for anyone with any degree. Her mask keeps her from telling 

the interviewer any of this until he becomes exactly what she feared he would be-another 

rejection. At once her mask is let down, and the heat of the red seeping through the nose 

of it is set free. She discharges her rage upon the man who represents all the wrong done 

to her in the past. 

Chloe is capable and strong. She is honest and forthright. She is also self-aware 

and feels that there is no reason for someone not to give her a job. This is the last time 

she is going to put herself through this kind of torture. She promises herself that if this 

company is not different from all the others, she will give up trying and start anew. She 

will be the savior of herself and the whole X Generation. She will provide them with the 

things they hunger for—encouragement, praise, and gainfiil employment in an enlightened 

setting. .No longer will she or any of her kind have to deal with the small-mindedness of 

the old generation. No longer will others tell them to do one thing and then deride them 

for not doing another. No longer will they be oppressed by eight-hour work days and 

fifteen-minute coffee breaks in buildings where smoking is not allowed. They will find 

liberation, and every person who ever fired her will be sorry. 
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The mask character process lead to a deeper understandmg of each character that, m 

turn, lead to very specific performances choices. Choices in movement, rhythm, and 

thought were made by means of an outside influence — the mask — thereby making them 

clearer and more performance-oriented that the usual text-oriented choices are. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

In putting this project together, I tried to create a challenge for myself as an actor. I 

achieved that goal. First, I had to confront being a solo performer. It is immensely 

difficult to find focus as an actor when there is no one else on stage with you. The only 

communication going on is between you and the audience. No longer is there the filter of 

another character in that communication process. You are on stage, confronted with the 

fact that you stand alone and bear total responsibility for making clear the message of the 

piece. You are also responsible for keeping the audience feeling involved and important. 

It is imperative that the audience feel this way because that is the reason they come to the 

theatre — they want to be a part of the action from the safety of their seats. 

There is more than safe participation involved when one decides to attend a solo 

performance, however. There exists, also, the possibility of that safety net's being broken 

and that audience member is being confronted with the action on stage. Just as the solo 

actor is responsible to them, they are responsible to her. The audience is everything to 

her. They are every person each character she plays knows and they hold the power to 

dash the character's hopes or make their dreams come true. The audience becomes the 

people who hurt and save the characters. 

In order for the communication process to work, though, these characters must be 

believable and interesting to the audience. In Approaching Gethsemene, two issues are at 

work against these needs and they are both solved through the same process. First, the 

fact that the playwrights wrote each piece with me in mind to play the role creates an 

obstacle to variety within the show as a whole. There is something more of me as a 

person in every piece than is usual to a role. Secondly, the fact that there are eight 

separate characters to play in a forty-five minute production poses an obstacle to variety 
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as well. How can I create eight complete and separate characters from the one me? The 

answer is to use mask characterization. 

Mask characterization provides each character with a different set of tools with which 

to work. Each character, thus, has two parts originality (the text and the mask) and one 

part stock (me, the actor). The characters created by the playvmghts are aU different with 

a through-line of me as the performer. When I add mask work, the characters blossom 

into completely distinct people with their own histories and fiitures. 

The rehearsal process and performance support my theories as to the need for and the 

outcome of using mask characterization. Approaching Gethsemene was a success in that 

the characters were all believable and different to the audience. They all existed with 

different rhythms and mannerisms. They had the same goal, to survive, but they all went 

about achieving that goal differently. Each character was a separate learning experience 

for the audience and for myself I will miss every one of them. 
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APPROACHING GETHSEMENE 

Television by Renee Johnson 

OK, I'm sure I am rememberingthings in an idylhc setting, but as a kid, 

wasn't TV escapism, I mean fantasy? Where does this obsession with reality-based, 

informational programming come from? I live in reality, why would I want to dwell m it 

on my downtime. Entertain me, take me away. My life is a reality I can't cope with, what 

could possibly be relaxing about the horrors of other people's lives. 

What ever happened to GiUigan's Island? That was escapism. Those people had 

absolutely no sense of the day-to-day complexities of my existence. Sure, they dealt with 

the occasional volcanoe or head-hunting pygmy, but those are horrors I'm not likely to 

run into, so they can count on fantasy. After nine hours of faxing, phones. E-mail, worid 

wide webs, and freeway traffic, I want to feel like Ginger strolling through the jungle on 

four inch heals that don't get stuck in the dirt. She never even broke a sweat or adjusted a 

bra strap. That's fantasy. But what is offered up today? The mukitudes of talk shows 

relating the emotionally high pathways of special groups that tend to impact me. I mean 

I'd have to advertiseto actually meet someone that falls into one of their catergories. All it 

is, is misery. These are followed by the reality/ cop/ rescue/ investigative shows that give 

spotlights to those individuals who've chosen to escape realityon the other side of the 

legal system. While I may understand the drive to reject today's world-illegal activity 

doesn't doesn't seem to be a lifestyle choice I can make right now- so all of these shows 

can possibly do is scare or disgust me. And I won't even go into the OJ thing. I could'nt 

care less if, well... AHHHHH! Now that's not to say that I don't support the actual 
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news- being informed of the events in the world around me has value- h contributes to my 

reality of imagming myself as an educated individual. So CNN is a great invention. 

Reality when I choose. It's always there, dependably repeatmg every half hour with 

always the promise of the next fashion report if I can't currently handle the body count in 

Bosnia. So give me my TV back. Keep Comedy Central, E! Entertamment, the Food 

Channel and Nickelodeon. Bonus points to the Cartoon Network and the Sci Fi Channel 

where ahen autopsies don't include interviews with housewives on the street who beheve 

that Close Encounters was a documentary. Give me new channels that rerun Magnum PI, 

Charhe's Angels, GiUigan's Island and the Hardy Boys. Give me back my TV so that my 

kids will sing with Freddie the Frog on the New Zoo Revue and ask me how to spell 

Snuffalupagus instead of how many volts of laser power the blue Mighty Morphin Power 

Ranger has in his destnicto-ray. Oh, but leave prime-time dramas alone. I've gotten very 

good at imagining George Clooney on Fantasy Island and away from the of his ER reality. 
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Who, Me? Angry? 

by Kerry Graves 

OLIVIA 

Some people think I have a problem— just because Ido this. 

(OLIVIA pomts to an imaginary person.) 

Imagine I'm meeting someone new. 

(She pretendsto shake someone's hand.) 

Hi, nice to meet you. I'm Olivia Barnes, people call me Livie, my mother committed 

suicide. What do you do? O.K.. This is an exaggeration. I nver blurt out that tidbit of 

information in the first twenty seconds of meeting someone. It takes at least five minutes 

of talk to get to the juicy stuff about medication, breakdowns, suicide. 

(She stares at the audience) 

No! I'm kidding. Why aren't you laughing? Boy, you guys are tough. Lighten up! 

I'm really OK about all this stuff... really. But I understand... mother are a difficuh 

subject for most of us. 

(She directly asks the audience) 

Who, out there, is totally of any irritation, resentment, or downright anger towards 

their mother? This doesn't mean you don't love her. come out now, be honest, work 

with me here. See? So... enough about you. This is about me and my mother. I can't 

complain about her the same way some people can trash their mothers, because she was 

sick. She suffered from manic depression, or bi-polar disorder. How can you be angry 

with someone who's sick? On the other hand, I had a miserable, scary, lonely, warped 

childhood that really screwed me up. It's not fair. Life is not fair. Life sucks. 

(OLIVIA Physically tries to shake herself out 
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of this train of thought.) 

No, no, no, no, no,... bad attitude Livie. That woman who wrote You Can Heal 

Your Life would be SO disappointed in you! Mustn't say those negative things... mustn't 

blame others for your problems. Affirmations... that's the key to heahh and happiness. 

If I just think happy I'll be happy. 

(She closes her eyes and composes an 

affirmation) 

I love and forgive everyone in my life and my universe is perfect... I am perfect, 

(finstrated pause) The important thing is not to laugh. It loses all its power if you aren't 

sincere. But then here's another problem. My therapist wants me to get in touch with my 

feelings. She says I need to really connect with my anger... really feel it. She insists that 

if I allow myself to feel all those awfial, painfiil, destructive, violent feelings that I've so 

carefiilly managed to suppress all these years because I'm not sure I could bear to really 

experiencethem... well, then I'd feel much better. But the one time I lost control of my 

control it was so awfiil I was out of commission for days. Cry and sleep... that was all I 

could do and I didn't enjoy it. It all started in her office, on the twentieth anniversary of 

Mother's suicide. But was my therapist happy? No... because I still wouldn't admit to 

being angry. Hurt, yes. Angry, no. How? How could I be angry? I just can't doit! 

(She grabs something and begins tearing 

it into little pieces) 

So what if I had to plan both my weddings aU by myself, with no mother to help me... 

neither one worked out anyway, the bastards. So what if I don't have any memoriesof her 

that aren't colored by fear or pam. What's the big deal if I never had any children of my 

own because I know being a kid is too damn painfiil. I mean how can I possibly inflict 

that experience of an innocent human being? But does that make me angry? (screaming) 
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No! Who needs a mother? Who needs that motheriy unconditionallove stufiF? I have lots 

of fiiends who //at/unconditional and they're screwed up too. Being loved is no 

guarantee of happiness. Fm sure there's another way... 

(She starts cleaning up the mess she has 

made and halfheartedly singing.) 

'The sun'll come out tomorrow"... "Look for the silver hning"... 

(She starts really smgmg) 

Whenever I feel afraid 

I hold my head erect 

And whistle a happy tune 

(She tries over and over to whistle and can't) 

Now I'm angry. 

End 
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Orientation by Mitch Calhoun 

All right, I need you aU to sit down and shut up. The quicker we get out of 

here and enjoy the cruise. My name is Dee Dee, and I'm in charge of the orientation 

process here at Same Gender Orientated Cruises. Now in order to insure that you have a 

safe and happy voyage, we have set up some ground rules. I've put together this 48 page 

handbook and I'll make sure that each and every one of you get a copy. You'll need to 

read it before tonight. There will be a short test later. 

Now before we get started I just need to know if there are any bisexuals 

out there? Anybody? I don't want to waste your time or mine. If you are bisexual you 

are not welcome on this ship. We'll refund your money at the door, and be sure to pick 

up ypur Ehon John CD parting gift on the way out. This cruise is for lesbians and gays 

only! We're just sick of this "bi" stuff. Just you because you're some queen that slept 

with a girl in the eighth grade doesnn't make you bisexual. Or some bull dyke that's 

married to three children but never had an orgasm and dreams of pussy all night, same 

thing. I personally have never met a bisexual person. You hear so much about them but I 

don't think I've ever seen one up close. Anyway, if you can't be honest about your 

sexuality then get off the boat! 

I'm a lesbian and proud to be one. That's lesbian. L-E-S-B-I-A-N. 

Lesbo-a-gogo, clit clicker, tuna lover, vulva varment, strap it on and call me mama, diesel 

dyke, lap licker, sir, muff diver, beaver bunny... I'll answer to any of those individually, 

or all strung out together in a combination there-of Makes me no never mind. 

Okay, lets start with the pool rules first. It has been requested that if 

you're going to wear a thong you do it in privacy of your own cabin. If you need to tan 

your butt that bad please feel free to use the complimentary tanning saloon on the 
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Dianthus deck. I don't want to have to watch men parade around m those, especially if 

you've got hair hanging out of your crack. Lesbians are exception here. 

Speedoes are welcome, but remember, if look down and can't see your 

own toes, you probably shouldn't be wearing one. While we're on the topic of clothes I 

want to touch on the dress code for just a moment. We do prefer that you wear 

something tasteflil at all times. Men, if you have anything that you've ordered from the 

International Male catalog, please keep it in your suitcase. As for you women, well, we 

realize that you define fashion as "to shape as a tool". So we'll go a little easier on you. 

But, if you just have to wear a tank top, do us all a favor- put on a sports bra and shave 

your armpits. 

Smoking and drinking are of course allowed anywhere on the ship, and the 

bars are open 24 hours a day. We don't want anyone going into detox on us. 

There will be no orgies, three-ways, foursomes, or partner swapping on 

board, unless a crew member is present. 

And that leads us into the subject of safe sex. A must, here on Same 

Gender cruises. We realize that everyone is getting a little rusty on that one, so we've set 

up some demonstrations. Now, I need the boys to go with Severa. You'll finish up down 

the hall. Pick up your bananas on the way out. Girls you'll stay with me. (short pause) 

Now that we're alone I feel I can really speak my mind. I'm sick and tired 

of them getting ah of the attention. Just because we don't dress up in sequins and lip-sink, 

it's like we don't exist. Who the hell do they thmk builds the sets and hangs all the hghts 

for their little drag shows anyway? And what about all this safe sex stuff. They get these 

fancy condoms, all different colors and textures with spermicide and lubricants. What do 

we get? (She puhs out a roll of plastic wrap) Food wrap! Isn't this stimulating? (She 

unrolls a large section of the wrap and holds it up to her face. She presses her face into it 
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and sticks her tongue against it.) Oh baby come to mamma! Mmmm... Yea, that's real 

romantic isn't it! 

(As Dee Dee says the next lines she pulls out huge sheets of wrap and 

covers her pelvic area with it. Including between her legs.) 

Nothing hke bringing home a date afl;er a night out on the town and then 

pulling this on them. (She models her plastic wrap) I just feel we have so much in 

common and I'd like to share with you now. Touch me. Oh, but first could you put on 

those playtex living gloves over there. (She walks around. The box is still connected to 

the end of the wrap and dangles fi^om her waste.) Can you imagine? Oh wait a 

minute...oh, that's not to bad...mmm. 

Oh! Excuse me. .1 just wanted...1 just wanted to make sure you were 

aware of the marvelous benefits of using a protective barrier. That's what I was doing 

there. (Removing the wrap.) And look how easy the clean up is!(She wads it up and 

throws it over her shoulder) Just make sure you get that out of the house! 

Well, that concludes the same gender cruises orientation. Now if you have 

any problems with your cabin; leaky faucet, broken air-conditioner, electrical problems, 

I'd be the one that you call. Just dial the number listed on the phone and I'll be there 

quicker than you can say; Lesbo-a-gogo, clit clicker, tuna lover, vulva varment, strap it on 

and call me mama, diesel dyke, lap hcker, sir, muff diver, beaver bunny. Have a safe 

voyage, and thank you for choosing Same Gender Cruises. 
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Bird Ballet by Charles Hukill 

I love a bird ballet. You know, when you're walking in the park, or somewhere, or 

you're in your car, and suddenly a flock of birds takes off and performs a beautiful, 

gracefiil series of leaps and turns, seemingly random, but somehow connected. Planned. 

It's like a dance...in the air. A bird bahet. That's how I've always seen it. I never tire of 

seeing them. Each is unique and fresh. If you're hstening to music when you see one, the 

dance possesses style...you know, the style of the music. If you happen to be hstening to 

one of Mozart's concertos, the bahet takes on a true classical feeling. It has a complexity 

and a beauty...it's like a true bahet. And if the music you're hstening to is, say, Gershwyn, 

you know, like, say, "Rhapsody in Blue," the dance becomes hke Martha Graham or 

Agnes DeMille. You know, modern dance. Jazz. (Pause.) But h's just as wonderful 

without real music. Maybe better. The music in my head always works with the dance. 

And different birds have different dances. You know, different rhythms, different patterns. 

Ducks are steady. Even Geese, too. You know, formal..."V" shape and ah. Almost 

predictable. But Sparrows and Field Larks are quick and erratic with sudden reversals and 

dramatic contrasts. Sometimes filling the sky with birds. Filling the stage. First, one 

ballerina leads the dance, then another, then another, as the birds make their way across 

thesky and out of sight. Across the stage and mto the wings. (SmaU laugh.) Oh, and the 

Buzzard ballets are just the opposite. Minimalist, by comparison. Only a few dancers, 

following an anchient ritual. Seemingly individual, but possessing a unity of purpose. 

(Pause.) Buzzard ballets are in minor keys. There's a sadness to the ease with which they 

make their slow circling passes. There is a solemnity to the movement. (Pause.) I always 

wanted to be a dancer. I mean, I wanted to study the dance. But, my father wouldn't 

allow it. It wasn't that he was opposed to dancing, or anything like that, I mean, he 
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wasn't a Baptist or anything. He let me go to dances and ah, but he just wouldn't pay for 

lessons. He paid for speech lessons... elocution, he called it, because he said that would 

help me later in life... but he didn't think... I mean, he couldn't see how dance lessons... 

bahet... would help me. (Pause.) I always thought... weU, I've always feh I'm not at my 

best with words. You know, speaking. Even after "elocution" and all But I did always 

feell would be able to express myself in movement. Through the dance. But. Dad 

wouldn't hear of it. (Pause.) So, naturally, when I had my baby girl, I was determined she 

would be a dancer. She would have aU the opportunities I was denied. She was on point 

fron the time she could stand and in tap shoes as soon as she could recognize a rhythm. I 

made sure had the best dancing masters to study with. She never missed a lesson or 

rehearsal. She became such a fine dancer, my baUerina. I never missed the chance to see 

herdance across the stage. And, in time, she danced further and fiirther away from me... 

until she finally... danced... out of my life altogether. ( Long pause.) I haven't danced in a 

very long ... or even seen a...but I do enjoy ...a bird ballet. 
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Tink by Wade J. Fransen 

{Tink, dressed in tights, leotard, and tutu, enters running, carrying a wand and a box of 

chocolates.) 

Where is he? Where is he? Oh, damn... Peter! Peter. Peter? Wendy! Oh! Hi. Who 

thought you'd be here? Well, what a situation to find yourself in. Do you mind? (Gets 

chocolate out, eats it.) Good. Oh, might as well rest a minute. This is reaUy difi&cuH all 

this extra ~ wieght. Can't buzz around like I used to. I'm slow, my feet hurt, my hair is 

even heavy on my head. And, look at this. (Points to flesh under her arm.) What the... 

weh... what is it? I don't know. This really bothers me, aU of it. It isn't like I thought it 

was going to be, that's for sure. I thought it would be so much easier. If I was finally big, 

finally his size, what wouldn't he like about me? What couldn't he want? Yeah, well, 

sooo, I began to eat and eat and eat. Boy, did I eat! Wow! And it was fun. (Laughs.) 

My two rule diet: rule 1; eat everything, rule 2; ah the time. WeU it paid off— with 

interest.I got what I wanted, I'm big. But now, I can't seem to stop. TinkerbeU? 

TinkerbeU? They should cah me Bhmperbeh! I'm a BIG-FAT-GIANT, that's what I am! 

A big, fat... giant. Oh, why did I do it? I used to be able to fly. I loved to fly. The wind 

in your face, the hum of the wings. Dodging bugs and raindrops. Landing on a flower 

petal. Listening in on people's conversations. Sittmg on Peter's shoulder, whispering in 

his ear, smehing his... boyish scent. But, that wasn't enough. I had to have him. To be 

with him like you were. To be big so he could take me in his arms, not just between his 

fingers. What amess I made of the whole thing. When I finally figured out that the new 

size was a mistake, and that it wouldn'thelp me get Peter, I just ate for the flin of it. To 

forget. To remember. To... to have somethinhto do! And it was gooood. One word ~ 

chocolate. Almost as good as flying. Chooooocolaaaaaaaaate! Mmm. Chocolate cany, 

chocolate milk, chocolate ice cream, soft, hard, cold, hot, anyway, everyway. One time 
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when I was especially... depressed... I made a cake m the shape of Mr. Pan and ate right 

out of the... Sorry. It's the adjustment, you know. You can't go fi^om being that smaU to 

this BIG without some mental strain. It would take a truckload of pixie dust and a 

slingshot the size of Delaware to get me to fly again. Aw, it's hopeless. I don't know 

why I even care so much ~ why I miss him. But, when he was around, I just knew it 

would be aU right, you know. 
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The Interview by Terri Wilson 

(APPLICANT enters the stage.) 

INTERVIEWER 

HeUo. Thank you for coming in today. 

APPLICANT 

Oh, my pleasure. Thank you for asking me. 

INTERVIEWER 

Please, have a seat. 

APPLICANT 

Thank you. 

INTERVIEWER 

Why don't we start with you telling me a little about yourself 

APPLICANT 

Sure. Well, I grew up not too far from here. And, uh, I graduated from college five years 

ago. What else? I've been at my job now for about a year and a half And, umm, I really 

can't think of anything spectacular. 

INTERVIEWER 

That's all right. We can expand on that later. Can you teU me why we should hire you? 
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APPLICANT 

Because I've asked you to. 

INTERVIEWER 

(Laughing) Well, you can't argue whh that. But, seriously, can you tell me what kind of 

work you're interested I doing? 

APPLICANT 

Well, "work" is such a strong word. I like to refer to my carreer choices more creatively. 

INTERVIEWER 

Really? 

APPLICANT 

Occupational diversions. 

INTERVIEWER 

What? 

APPLICANT 

It has a nicer ring to it. 

INTERVIEWER 

Yes, well, what is it about your present, uh, occupational diversion that you like the most? 
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APPLICANT 

The coffee. 

INTERVIEWER 

Excuse me? 

APPLICANT 

We have this wonderful gourmet coffee. 

INTERVIEWER 

I see. 

APPLICANT 

In the coffee room. 

INTERVIEWER 

Right. I think we'll just skip this next one and go straight to ... Why are you interested in 

our company? 

APPLICANT 

Well, you have very good benefits from what I hear. 

INTERVIEWER 

Yes. 
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APPLICANT 

And a good working environment. 

INTERVIEWER 

We think so. 

APPLICANT 

And pretty good coffee. 

INTERVIEWER 

Uh, yes, well, I wouldn't know about that. Uh, are you, are you willing to relocate? 

APPLICANT 

Yes, but only if it's Tahiti or the Bahamas or someplace like that. 

INTERVIEWER 

I see. Does your present employer know you're interviewing for another job? 

APPLICANT 

Actually, it was his suggestion. 

INTERVIEWER 

Let's, let's move on to the, uh, the personal questions. What would you do if you had a 

co-worker that was difficuh to work with? 
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APPLICANT 

Generally, I would gossip about them. 

INTERVIEWER 

No, no, I mean how would you react to them? Would you confront them? 

APPLICANT 

No. If they were in the room, I would ignore them, and when they left, I would gossip 

about them. 

INTERVIEWER 

I see. What is your greatest asset? 

APPLICANT 

My bluntness. 

INTERVIEWER 

That's an understatement. 

APPLICANT 

Pardon? 

INTERVIEWER 

Nothing, nothmg. What do you consider to be you greatest weakness*^ 
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APPLICANT 

Mmm ... That would be my drinking problem. 

INTERVIEWER 

Why would I be surprised. Uh, what frustrates you the most? 

APPLICANT 

Job interviews. 

INTERVIEWER 

Right. And have you everbeen convicted of a crime? 

APPLICANT 

In this country? 

INTERVIEWER 

Forget it. Do you take criticism well? 

APPLICANT 

What do you mean? 

INTERVIEWER 

Well, if your supervisor were to give you some constructive criticism, how would you 

take it? 
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APPLICANT 

Just what are you insinuating? 

INTERVIEWER 

I'm, I'm not insinuating anythmg. It's just a scenario. 

APPLICANT 

Are you saying that there's something wrong with my work? 

INTERVIEWER 

No, no... 

APPLICANT 

I'm not even working for you yet, and already you'rw criticizing me. 

INTERVIEWER 

Look, never mind,. Let's just, why don't we move on to the next question? Have you, 

uh, have you ever told a he? 

APPLICANT 

No. 

INTERVIEWER 

Okay. 
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APPLICANT 

Weh ... yes. 

INTERVIEWER 

I see. 

APPLICANT 

Well, no, not really. 

INTERVIEWER 

Forget about it. I see here that you have a college degree. What do you plan to do with 

that? 

APPLICANT 

I plan to stick it up my ass. 

INTERVIEWER 

What?! 

APPLICANT 

Yes, it was a completely useless major, and the entire degree was an utter waste of time, 

and I would be better off just sticking it up my ass. 

INTERVIEWER 

Right, well, I think I've heard enough. I don't see any point in continuing this interview 

because I really don't believe that you are the right person for this job. 
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(Pause.) 

APPLICANT 

Weh, fine ... That's just about aU I need ... your pompous httle ass sitting in your pompous 

little chair handing down your pompous little decisions! Forget the fact that I slaved away 

at college for four years eating Ramen noodles three times a day only to have snot-nosed 

little high school dropouts like you tell me that now I'm overquahfied! And forget that I 

had to completely re-arrange my work schedule, drive completely across town with my 

newly printed resume and my fi-eshly pressed suit, in order to be asked completely asinine 

questions that you probably dug up fi-om some "How to be a Manager" book you found in 

the latest office supply catalog! "TeU me about yourself" Oh, that's a great one. And 

I'm supposed to make my life story sound like a cross between Albert Einstien and 

Mahatma Ghandi! Or the infamous "What do you plan to be doing ten years from now," 

when I don't even know what I'm having for lunch! Well, I've had it!! You can keep 

your personality tests and your screening interviews and your form rejection letters! I'm 

going to work for MYSELF from now on so I don't ever have to deal with any of you 

condescending, judgemental, monotone, spotty little twits ever again!!! 

(APPLICANT storms offstage. Pause. APPLICANT pops head back in.) 

APPLICANT 

Do you validate parking 

(Blackout. The end.) 

? 
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